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While digital assistants are increasingly used to help with various productivity tasks, less attention has been paid to employing them in the domain of business documents. To build an agent that can handle users’ information needs in this domain, we must first understand the types of assistance that users desire when working on their documents. In this work, we present results from two user studies that characterize the information needs and queries of authors, reviewers, and readers of business documents. In the first study, we used experience sampling to collect users’ questions in-situ as they were working with their documents, and in the second, we built a human-in-the-loop document Q&A system which rendered assistance with a variety of users’ questions. Our results have implications for the design of document assistants that complement AI with human intelligence including whether particular skillsets or roles within the document are needed from human respondents, as well as the challenges around such systems.
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1 Introduction

Systems and software are increasingly incorporating intelligent digital assistants in order to help people be ever more productive even as systems, documents, and information spaces become more complex. For example, at home, people can rely on their voice assistants to manage processes such as...
as shopping, cooking, and to quickly retrieve information from the web [22, 40, 46]. At work, digital assistants help with scheduling meetings, triaging emails, and managing task lists [10, 11, 42].

One workplace area of interest that has not seen significant progress is document-centered assistance. In this scenario, people engage with an intelligent digital assistant to consume and operate over written documents to perform complex tasks more quickly. Such assistance can also be useful in contexts where working with business documents is challenging, for example, when using a mobile phone [25].

To achieve this vision and build an agent that is prepared to handle a wide variety of requests from the user, we must first understand and characterize the types of assistance that people would want as they are working on their documents. While prior work has studied the types of queries that people would generate given one or a collection of public documents [12, 33, 49, 62], it is conceivable that these queries may not generalize to private or business documents that are in various stages of preparation. The information needs in a document-centric context could be especially different given that users may have prior interactions with a document and may not want to only read, but also review, or add information to the document. Therefore, to understand users’ actual needs, it is important that we involve authors, reviewers, and readers of such documents in the process of generating queries. In addition, for these questions to have ecological validity, we must collect them in-situ as users are working on their documents and their information needs arise.

In this work, we conducted two user studies to gain insight into the distribution of queries with which users need support in a document-centric scenario. Our focus in these studies was on answering questions rather than on executing commands or taking direct action. For example, participants could ask about facts, or for technical instruction, but were discouraged from making requests for the system to directly alter document content. In the first study, we collected questions via an experience sampling method [35] by having participants install a Microsoft Word add-in which, at random points in time while they were working on a document, would prompt them with a short questionnaire asking about their current information need, but did not directly answer participant queries. In the second study, participants submitted their questions via an add-in and received answers from a human-in-the-loop document Q&A system. Given a document and a question, a Q&A ML model extracted a passage out of the document as a candidate answer [55]. A human worker would then decide between transmitting the candidate answer to the study participant, or composing and transmitting their own answer in cases where the AI-provided answer was incorrect or insufficient.

We expected that answering some of the potential questions would be beyond the capabilities of current systems and there may be a need for human intelligence. We hypothesized that if a Q&A system in this domain were to be deployed to accommodate user needs, at least for the present, it would need to incorporate human workers. The studies would then allow us to investigate which types of questions needed human worker support, to what extent this support was needed, and what capabilities the human workers should have to accommodate the questions. We conducted the second study as a technology probe into the problem space, to not only understand the use of a document Q&A assistant in a real world setting, but also field test the technology that is available, and understand how we can address the inadequacies of the current technology [24].

The settings of both of these studies, the first simply asking about information needs and the second augmenting the AI with human intelligence, allowed users to be liberal in the questions they posed and not limited to the capabilities of current digital assistants, or the in-application search capabilities integrated in some productivity software (e.g., [7]). Therefore, these approaches allow us to investigate what capabilities to incorporate in document assistants prior to making deep investments in their development. We found for instance, that while factual questions, i.e., questions that can be answered by extracting a passage out of a document, are the focus of state-of-the-art
Q&A datasets and models [43, 49], these types of questions are in fact not asked often in the domain of business documents. In addition, the study results give us an understanding that, for the foreseeable future, effective assistance will likely involve at least some human-in-the-loop or hybrid intelligence—important classes of questions are best answered by document authors, collaborators, domain experts, and other types of human respondents. Even in these cases, AI may assist in question triage, and in routing questions to the appropriate parties.

The main contributions of this work are the characterization of the types of assistance that users desire when working on business documents and implications for the design of digital assistants that can provide such assistance. Specifically, our research seeks to answer the following research questions:

- What types of document-related questions do people desire support with from a digital assistant?
- How are the distribution of questions different depending on whether the user is an author, reviewer, or reader of the document?
- What skillsets and roles are needed from human respondents to accommodate requests in a human-in-the-loop document Q&A assistant?

2 Related Work

We situate our work in the context of prior work on document question answering, automated and hybrid digital assistants, and studies of tools that facilitate authoring, reviewing, or reading documents.

2.1 Document Question Answering

Recent years have seen significant progress in AI based methods for finding answers to questions given one or a collection of documents. This body of work includes factoid Q&A, document understanding, summarization, and comparison [8, 15, 16, 19, 26, 48, 61, 64].

Most datasets for document question answering contain factoid questions generated by crowd workers or search queries on documents found on the Web [12, 29, 33, 43, 49, 62, 63]. Models trained on these datasets therefore may fail to generalize to personal and business documents with which people have richer context and possibly prior interactions. Indeed, previous work in the context of email and Web search has shown that people’s information needs are different depending on whether they are a co-owner of a document [3].

Closer to our scenario, Ter Hoeve et al. leveraged crowd workers, and a corpus of public documents mined from the Web, to investigate the conversational assistance that people would want in a document consumption scenario. The workers were trained to imagine having some familiarity with the document subject matter, and to produce questions about a document based on its summary [55]. However, all documents were presented in their final published forms, and participants often assumed the role of “reader”, with only limited knowledge of document content or provenance. Related is a study by Todi et al. that explored the types of information users would want to access conversationally from a GUI dataset. The researchers asked a set of designers, developers and end users, with no prior knowledge about the kinds of GUIs that could be found in the dataset, to pose queries to a hypothetical chatbot that would help seek information from the dataset [56].

We extend the body of work on question answering to better understand people’s information needs while working with business documents across various states of preparation and familiarity. To this end, it is imperative that we consider queries from authors, reviewers, and readers of such documents, and capture their actual needs which may be unique to their role and context. It is also desirable for these questions to be captured in-situ as users’ needs arise. Therefore, in this work,
we use two methods: experience sampling and a human-in-the-loop document Q&A system, to capture users’ information needs while they are working on their documents.

2.2 Digital and Hybrid Assistance

Digital agents are increasingly used in areas such as entertainment, e-commerce, healthcare, and to help with various productivity tasks [14, 22, 44]. In the workplace, such assistants help with scheduling meetings, triaging emails, managing task lists, and even performing data science tasks [10, 11, 13, 42]. In the context of documents, digital assistants now perform rich pre-defined tasks, such as PowerPoint theme suggestions, or intelligent placeholders in Microsoft Word [1, 28].

Document-centric assistance can also be useful in contexts that have been reported as challenging, e.g., when using a mobile phone [25], or when in a vehicle [38]. Although these automated systems can accomplish many tasks, they still have limited capabilities in understanding complex or nuanced requests, or when requests simply fall outside of the systems’ domains [57]. To augment their abilities, a body of work has attempted to incorporate human intelligence into the workflow of such systems [30]. For instance, Lasecki et al. developed Chorus, a conversational agent that allows users to interact with a group of crowd workers as if they are a single conversational partner [37]. Commercial services such as Facebook M, Clara, and X.ai also employ a hybrid of machine and human knowledge to run errands for consumers [20, 23, 39].

Closest to this scenario and to our work is Soylent, a word processor add-in that employs crowdworkers to help users edit Word documents [4]. Indeed, Soylent serves as an inspirational model for our work, but is limited in that it considers only a few specific editing scenarios, and largely overlooks opportunities to facilitate document consumption. In consumption scenarios, it is conceivable that different questions should be routed to different types of respondents, similar to social Q&A systems such as IM-an-Expert [51], Aardvark [21], and Zephyr [2] which routed questions to individuals with expertise or interest in the subject matter of the question.

Our work aims to bridge these gaps by examining the types of document-centric questions with which people need support. It is conceivable that for the foreseeable future, accommodating some requests in this domain requires some degree of human assistance. Understanding users’ needs, including what types of human intelligence we should incorporate into such a system is the first step towards designing systems that can accommodate these needs.

2.3 Tools that Support Authoring, Reviewing, or Reading Documents

A body of work has developed or studied the usage of tools that help with authoring, reviewing, or reading documents. Among those that studied the usage of such tools, some characterized how people use existing collaborative document authoring tools such as Google Docs and Microsoft OneDrive [45, 54, 65]. For instance, research reported on the role that the edit history feature plays in assessing a team’s progress and the amount of individual effort [5]. Birnholtz et al. found that users write utterances in the documents that are not related to the content but are instead intended for communicating with their collaborators [6]. Wang et al. found that document collaborators often have different inherited role structures (e.g., employees and managers) and that current authorship tools do not support these roles. For instance, students and employees reported that they do not feel comfortable editing the text written by their advisors (or managers) [59]. Posner and Baecker characterized the collaborative writing process as including six activities: brainstorm, research, plan, write, edit, and review. They suggested that a collaborative writing tool should support all these activities [47].

A thread of work has focused on tools that help with authoring or reading of medical records. This domain has been given special attention because physicians often need to retrieve a complete picture from a patient’s records in just a few minutes before a consultation or emergency procedure [53].
To facilitate reading and extracting information from electronic health records, a line of work has presented automated techniques for summarizing these records and generating timelines of patients’ problems [17, 18]. Sultanum et al. presented Doccurate, a tool for visualizing large patient data records that allows physicians to curate concepts (e.g., cardiovascular issues) at the desired level of granularity for their practice [53]. Murray et al. developed MedKnowts to help facilitate the practice of reading medical data as well as inputting it. MedKnowts is a text editor for electronic health records that presents a unified interface to document symptoms, retrieve past records, medicines, lab results, etc. for better efficiency and error prevention. The tool enables automatic structured data capturing via a natural language interface and offers features such as autocomplete [41].

In our work, we use the interaction paradigm of a digital assistant to facilitate task completion or accessing information in the domain of business documents. This framing would allow us to gain a comprehensive view of the types of queries with which authors, reviewers, and readers of documents need help; whereas framing the embodiment of interaction otherwise, such as a search engine or a tool with a simpler user interface, could have led users to constrain their questions for instance, to those that could be answered by document or passage retrieval.

3 Method

To investigate our three research questions, we designed a two-phase study. In the first phase, we collected document-oriented questions with which people reported needing support via an experience-sampling method. In this first phase, participants detailed their information needs, but did not expect, nor were provided with, answers to their queries. In the second phase, we designed and developed a human-in-the-loop system that collected users’ questions about their documents and provided responses to them. This system consisted of an AI component and human operators who supervised the AI and answered questions if the AI failed to produce a satisfactory answer.

The experience sampling in phase 1 was a step along the path to our vision of a hybrid human-AI document Q&A system. Phase 1 served to inform our choices for the prototype and second study phase. Specifically, phase 1 provided us with initial insights into the types of questions people might ask, as well as the types of people who might need to be recruited to answer those questions – a key factor in staffing a hybrid Q&A system. Conversely, the tool we built in phase 2 was an actual prototype of the type of Q&A system that we ultimately envision. The prototype directly enabled us to gain insight into the feasibility of generating answers in a document Q&A context. It also allowed us to view the documents together with the questions, and obtain feedback about answer quality and system usefulness.

For the questions to have ecological validity, it was important that we collect them in-situ as users were authoring, reviewing, or reading a document. Therefore, we opted for using an add-in that would open on the side of a document, so that users could ask questions when they were working on a document and without leaving the application. For each phase of the study, we designed and developed an add-in that would work in Microsoft Word documents.

As noted earlier, the scope of document assistance in both studies was question answering rather than application commanding and automation. This focus was conveyed through the wording of the prompts as well as in the recruitment emails and consent forms where we outlined that the study purpose is to understand what kinds of questions users have about documents they visit. In both phases, after consenting to the study, participants filled out a survey asking about demographics, their Word document consumption, and the readership of the Word documents they authored. Then they received instructions on how to install the add-in. Our study was approved by the Institutional Review Board in our organization.
3.1 Phase 1 - Experience Sampling

At random points in time, the experience-sampler Microsoft Word add-in would prompt the user asking what question they had about the document at that moment, in addition to a few follow-up questions to better understand the context (Figure 1).

To communicate the type of system we were envisioning, the first question was “Imagine Word could connect with a skilled assistant that could answer your questions about a document. Is there any question about this document you would like to ask the assistant right now to help with your work?” To understand the perceived complexity of the question, the add-in then asked “How long do you think it would take you to answer this question?” To gain insight into how questions can be routed to respondents in a human-in-the-loop Q&A system, the add-in also asked “Who do you think could answer this question?” The answer choices to this question included: “The author”, “A domain expert”, “A Microsoft Word expert”, “Someone familiar with the doc”, “Someone with enough time to read the doc”, “Other” along with a free-form text for elaboration, and “N/A”. Because we expected the role of the user in the document to impact the questions that they ask, we also collected information about their contribution to the document: “What best describes your primary role in this document?” (Reader, Reviewer, Author/Co-author), “Have you contributed to this document?” (I have edited the document, I have commented on the document, I have not contributed to the document), “How long ago did you contribute to this document?” (In the past 24 hrs, In the past week, Longer ago, Never).

In addition to capturing user responses, at the time of submitting the add-in survey, the add-in collected contextual information about the document including the document’s number of words, images, tables, lists, comments, timestamps (e.g., creation date, last modified date, date comments were posted, etc.), number of authors, filename, file size, URL, the location of the user’s cursor when asking the question, and whether the user submitting the survey was the creator, author, or the most recent contributor to the document. While we did not directly collect document content, we note that filenames often resembled document titles.

To minimize fatigue, we limited the number of prompts to six per day. Participants could answer the experience sampling questions whenever they wanted without waiting for the prompt. At the conclusion of the one-week period of the study, we had collected a total of 101 questions. Then we asked participants to open Word or their cloud documents homepage, select one or a few Word documents from their Recommended or Most Recently Opened lists of documents, and submit up to five questions for these documents as if they were working with the documents at that time. The completion of this step was voluntary and participants were not compensated additionally for submitting these questions. This step resulted in 38 more questions. We inspected these questions and found them to be extremely similar to those input earlier in the week, and thus we include them in our analyses. In total, questions from Phase 1 were asked about 103 distinct documents by 59 participants.

3.2 Phase 2 - Human-in-the-loop Q&A System

We built a human-in-the-loop Q&A prototype for connecting users with knowledge workers who would supervise and complement an AI trained to answer document-centered questions [55]. The AI was a BERT Large model fine-tuned on the SQuAD2.0 [48] and DQA datasets [55]. Given a question and a document, the model would extract a passage out of the document if it detected an answer for the question. Participants submitted and received answers to their questions through a Microsoft Word add-in. With each question, participants submitted a share link to the document if they consented to the digital assistant or a human knowledge worker accessing the document to answer their question. We informed the participants that for the purpose of the study, the

---

1Microsoft Word uses the document title as the default filename when saving.
knowledge workers were limited to the researchers involved in the project, and noted that the researchers were employed at the same technology company as the participants, thus minimizing concerns about confidentiality—indeed the document share links required corporate credentials to access. If a user did not submit a share link to their document, we did not have access to the document’s content. When submitting a question, the add-in would collect the same contextual information about the document as in Phase 1. For each document, the add-in would display the user’s previously asked questions in the form of expandable tiles. Because of the hybrid nature of the system, and the high level of human supervision, questions were not instantaneously answered. Participants were informed that their questions would be answered on a best effort basis and there may be a delay in the responses that they would receive from the system. Once a question had been answered or deemed unanswerable, the answer or the explanation for why the question could not be answered would appear below the question on the question tile. An icon on the question tile would signal whether the question was answered yet or marked as unanswerable, and whether the user had seen the answer or the explanation yet. In addition, users would receive email notifications about received answers. Figure 2 displays different states of the Q&A add-in.

The knowledge workers’ view contained all the questions submitted by users (see Figure 3). As each question arrived, the workers performed the first task of determining whether an answer to the question could possibly be provided at all. An example of a question that could not be answered would be if the question appeared to refer to the content or the style of the document but a share link to the document was not provided or that the share link was not valid. The workers would place the question in different queues based on this criterion. Additionally, workers assigned finer-grained tags to questions and iterated over tags already assigned to prior questions as new ones came in. This approach of assigning tags at question arrival helped with the organization of the questions and routing them to the different components of the system. In addition, the tags served as a basis for the taxonomy that we developed from the question pool.

The workflow for answering questions was based on the question type. For questions about the document content, workers would manually access the document using the share link and their personal credentials. They would then copy and paste the question and document content into a custom UI front-end for the ML Q&A model. If the AI-provided answer was unsatisfactory upon
an initial inspection (e.g., if the selected passage did not seem to answer the question), workers would answer the question by reading through its corresponding document. Workers answered the questions about metadata either by investigating the metadata captured by the add-in at the time of question submission or by accessing the document through the share link if the requested metadata was not among the contextual information captured by the add-in. Questions about style were similarly answered by accessing the document. Some questions sought external information that was available on public resources. Workers answered these questions by retrieving relevant information using a search engine. If a question requested external information available only within the company, workers used the internal repository of documents shared with employees to find the requested content.

In general, the delay in answers that the AI produced was not much different than those the human workers composed, since the time a question spent in the queue was the dominant source of delay across all categories.

When composing answers, workers imitated the response style of the component to which the question would be directed in a fully automated Q&A system. For instance, for answering questions that were about content and that the model could not answer, the workers would put together excerpts extracted from the document with minimal change to enhance the flow of the text. For responding to a question whose answer could be found in the internal document repository or using a search engine, the workers would reformulate the query, browse through the document they deemed most relevant, and would copy the excerpt(s) containing the response, similar to how in response to a search query, the answer is automatically extracted from the most relevant document and highlighted to the user. In contrast to most machine generated answers however, if the question was a yes/no question (rather than WH), the yes or no answer was provided first and it was potentially followed by the excerpt on which it was based. For questions that required reasoning, the workers tried to provide succinct answers to minimize the perceived human interference (e.g., the answer to the question “how many questions in total?” (p-2-11) was “19”). Some of the questions in this category however, were formulated in a way that suggested the user expects a response either from a highly sophisticated AI or a human worker. In these cases, the responses also incorporated a superior level of understanding. An example is the following:

Question: “I pasted in a table from a PPT slide and the table dimensions are larger than the page which makes it cut off. Is there a way to have it auto-scale to the page, without having to manually resize the table?” (p-2-9)

Answer: “Copy and paste the large range of data into Word document, and then select the pasted table, then click Layout > AutoFit > AutoFit Contents / AutoFit Window.”

For questions that could not be answered, workers would submit a template response that was determined based on the question type and what information was missing. An example of such a template response was: “Cannot answer this question because the question appears to refer to the [document aspect] and [the problem with access to the document]”. Depending on the type of the question, sometimes the answer contained additional directions for the user to pursue (e.g., “Cannot answer this question as it appears to require domain knowledge. The question is likely best directed to the document author, or to collaborators.”). These template responses were developed as questions came in.

The median response time in this phase was 17 minutes, with an average of 1.5 hours. Even outside work hours, we tried to keep answering questions, but those questions sometimes experienced longer delays.

At the conclusion of the two week period of the study, 41 users had submitted a total of 130 questions asked about 61 distinct documents. We then distributed an end-of-study survey to participants asking about their experience with using the system. The survey questions asked for
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Fig. 2. The Q&A add-in from Phase 2. The image on the left shows some questions that the user has asked about the document on the collapsed tiles. The green notification icon indicates that the question has been answered but the user has not yet viewed the answer. The image in the center displays the full question and the answer. Once an answer is viewed, the notification icon is changed to a checkmark. The image on the right shows another question from another document which could not be answered. The status is shown with a warning icon.

Fig. 3. The document Q&A worker view. Each question that was submitted via the Q&A add-in would be visible in this system and workers could visit the document to answer the question. Additionally, workers could move the questions to different queues (filters seen on the left) or assign tags to each question (seen on the right).

examples of good and poor answers that they received from the system. For each example, the survey asked about the type of question they had asked and the delay in receiving the response. The survey also asked about the overall satisfaction with the system (5 point Likert), how the system could be improved, and if they would recommend using the system to colleagues (5 point Likert). A total of 31 participants from this phase completed the questionnaire.
3.3 Taxonomy Development

To develop a taxonomy of the types of questions with which people need support when working on business documents, we combined the questions we collected from both phases of the study. The questions from Phase 2 already had preliminary labels assigned to them as the workers had organized the questions to decide the course of action for answering them. We divided those submissions from Phase 1 that contained more than one question into idea units. With this division, the total number of questions from Phase 1 and Phase 2 was 272. A member of the research team then used open-coding to inductively develop codes that encompassed thematically related idea units. The categories assigned to each question were not a property of only the question but also of the document about which the question had been submitted. For instance, the question “What is client sdk?” can be a content-related question or one seeking external information depending on whether “client sdk” is defined in the document or simply mentioned in the document in some context.

Through subsequent passes, the labels with too much overlap were consolidated and the ones showing distinct ideas were further split into separate categories. Another member of the research team was then trained on the categories and used them to label a randomly sampled set of 80 idea units (29% of the total). Cohen’s Kappa for the high-level categories was 0.86. To determine the inter-rater reliability for the subcategories, we assigned each category that did not have nested subcategories a subcategory with a value equal to the value of the category. Cohen’s Kappa for the subcategories was 0.75. Both Kappa values exceeded the recommended threshold for accepting the results [34].

3.4 Participants

We recruited participants in both phases by randomly sampling email addresses from, and sending invitations to, employees of Microsoft. A total of 59 and 41 users participated in the Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies respectively. Across both studies, 37% of participants were female. The medians of reported age and highest education achieved were 35-44 and Bachelor’s degree. Participants came from a diverse set of roles at the company including software and hardware engineering, sales, content writing, program management, finance, communications, etc. The medians for how frequently the participants read or edited Word documents were both “a few times per week”. Participants copy-edited Word documents less often (a few times per month).

We compensated participants from the Phase 1 study with a base amount of $20 in the form of an e-gift card. To encourage more involved participation, for each question that a participant submitted in each day, they would secure an entry into a raffle for 5 gift cards, each with a value of $50. We limited the number of entries per day for each participant to 25. The compensation for Phase 2 of the study was $20 e-gift cards. Although the duration of Phase 2 was longer than Phase 1, receiving answers to questions about documents was another form of value that participants received from the study.

4 Results

4.1 Taxonomy of Question Types

We categorized the questions of our study based on what type of information they sought and where that information was available. Table 1 shows the full taxonomy as well as examples for each category. Throughout the paper, where we present participants’ questions, we identify them with a string of the form ‘p-’ + phase number + participant number.

Participants used different languages for articulating their information needs. Some queries were rather verbose—“Is there a way to resolve comments and then make them not show up in the comments
Sometimes I end up just deleting the comment b/c I want to clean it up before I send it for final review from a key, leadership stakeholder.” (p-2-9), and others, short—“app service blog” (p-2-26). Both types of queries can cause challenges for AI systems to interpret user intents [32].

Among the questions that we categorized as Workflow & Operation Help, some were posed in the format of help queries and others were commands or direct requests from the assistant. The help queries were either about general procedures—“How to create a table?” (p-1-39) or specific to the user’s context—“Why is there the warning "Upload blocked" as I already have a copy in my local storage?” (p-1-11). The command type submissions were more common in the Phase 1 study in which participants were free to imagine an assistant that could help with any of their document-related tasks. In the Phase 2 study however, because the system afforded help with document consumption and not manipulation, participants rarely submitted commands. The majority of the commands that the users submitted requested features that were not implemented in Word—“Find all the pink words and review for modifications” (p-1-8).

A number of the questions that we categorized as seeking External Information were tied to the content of the document—“Love for the tool to find market research data regarding the topic. Both in our own data and from known trusted research companies online.” (p-1-52). The reason for this categorization however, was that the information that they sought resided outside the document.

Some of the categories that emerged from the questions submitted by our participants have parallels in the taxonomy developed by Ter Hoeve et al [55]. For example, the questions that they classify as factoids appear to be questions seeking external information but only on public resources. The questions that they categorize as mechanical, copy-editing, or navigational were commands or requests related to the operation of Word in our study. The rest of document-related questions that they obtained we categorize as questions related to the content. Their taxonomy however, did not contain questions of other types present in our study, for instance those related to style or seeking external information from collaborators. One reason for this could be because question generators in their study did not in fact work on the documents but rather assumed familiarity with them. Another could be that those documents were in final published form and not in development. Yet another reason could be the context of their study which emphasized AI-based assistance while we explained to our users that the AI would be complemented by human intelligence.

4.2 AI Success Rate

Although the AI model was invoked for every content related question in Phase 2, success was limited to three factual questions, representing 25% of the factual questions, 7.3% of the content questions, and 2.3% of all questions in this phase. Of these answers, two were relayed just as the model produced them and one was modified by the human workers to contain more information. In the other cases, it did not provide an answer at all or the answer was considered not relevant by our workers.

4.3 Difference in the Distribution of Questions by User Role

To gain insight into whether the distribution of questions differs by the user’s role in the document, we investigated responses and contextual information collected by the add-ins. In the Experience Sampler questionnaire of Phase 1, we directly asked about the user’s primary role in the document. We also collected metadata about the users’ activities. Specifically, if the user was the creator, we assigned them the role author. If the user had not created the document but had edited or commented on it, we assigned them the reviewer role. If the user had done neither, we labeled them a reader.
Table 1. Taxonomy of the types of questions with which users need support when working with business documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong> (N=32)</td>
<td>Questions about one or more of the following: actions (e.g., edits or comments), time of actions, actors, and document’s properties (e.g., word count)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>“Was this file’s location moved in the last 6 months?” (p-2-6) “When was the last time this info was updated?” (p-2-25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workflow &amp; Operation Help</strong> (N=61)</td>
<td>Questions about how to or commands to perform a specific task in Microsoft Word or the Q&amp;A add-in</td>
<td><strong>Help Query</strong> (N=54)</td>
<td>“How can I tell if an embedded Excel table is current and could a reviewer view the data source?” (p-1-42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong> (N=56)</td>
<td>Questions that could be answered from the content of the document</td>
<td><strong>Factual</strong>: A question the answer to which can be retrieved as a passage from the document (N=19)</td>
<td>“How much morale money did everyone get in June?” (p-2-32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Reasoning</strong>: A question answering which requires complex reasoning and/or use of external information (N=25)</td>
<td>“Are there any action items in this document?” (p-2-14) “How many different databases are mentioned?” (p-1-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Overview</strong>: Refers to the document as a whole—including document type, topic, impact of the document, etc. (N=9)</td>
<td>“What is the focus of this document?” (p-2-35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Summary</strong>: A special case of overview questions, seeks the summary of the document or a section of the document (N=3)</td>
<td>“Can you summarize the main points of each section of this document?” (p-1-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Written Style</strong> (N=10)</td>
<td>Questions about the organization, syntax, or semantics of the text or the language of the document</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>“Are there any statements in this document that could be unclear to the reader, or are not inclusive in nature?” (p-1-8) “Does this document contain unnecessarily wordy paragraphs?” (p-1-50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual Style</strong> (N=9)</td>
<td>Questions about the document’s current formatting, layout, typography, etc.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>“Why are there weird spaces in my document?” (p-1-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External Information</strong> (N=72)</td>
<td>Questions seeking information that is external to the document. This information could be available:</td>
<td><strong>On public resources</strong>, e.g., public documentations (N=21)</td>
<td>“What is executive bias?” (p-2-32) [Asked in the context of a document that mentioned executive bias but did not define it.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Within the company</strong>, e.g., usage data of specific apps (N=12)</td>
<td>“Where can I find a template of a communication planning document?” (p-1-42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>To the author or collaborators of the document (N=22)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“What is our target date to publish this document?” (p-1-37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To experts (N=15)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“What are some general topics that are covered when building a training agenda for a specific program?” (p-1-54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Across applications (N=1)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Can word check a date and time against my outlook calendar for conflicts?” (p-1-18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other (N=1)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“How old is my son?” (p-2-26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Question (N=28)</strong></td>
<td>Users specifying they did not have a question at the time of submitting the Experience Sampler or the Q&amp;A form. These submissions were more common in the Phase 1 study where we asked users about their questions at random points in time.</td>
<td></td>
<td>“I do not have any questions at this time.” (p-1-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unknown (N=4)</strong></td>
<td>Questions that may be either content-related or seek external info but that we did not have access to the content of the document to tease them apart</td>
<td></td>
<td>“What activities are needed?” (p-2-34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In most cases in Phase 1, there was good (71%) agreement between self-reported and metadata-assigned roles. In cases of disagreement, we found that some users who had edited the document had labeled themselves as readers, while others labeled themselves as reviewers – likely signaling their perceived degree of contribution.

Given the high degree of agreement in Phase 1, we opted to drop the role question from Phase 2 of the study, instead relying exclusively on metadata. This kept the UI streamlined around asking and answering questions efficiently, yielding an experience resembling what a user would expect to see if such a system were deployed in the wild.

Analyzing data from Phase 1 and Phase 2 together, we performed a Chi-squared test of independence on the contingency table of question categories and users’ metadata-assigned roles. We excluded queries of the type No Question or Unknown from the data. The test revealed that the distribution of questions is in fact not independent of the user’s role ($\chi^2(10) = 37.78, p < 0.001$).

Figure 4 displays how the distributions of questions across categories vary by the user’s role. Because the numbers of questions asked by authors, reviewers, and readers of documents are different ($N_{Author} = 118$, $N_{Reviewer} = 66$, $N_{Reader} = 56$), the bar for each question category and each role is normalized by the number of all questions asked by users with a similar role. The figure suggests that the questions that authors ask are more often concerned with performing specific operations in Word—“How to save as pdf without showing the comments?” (p-1-11)—or finding information external to the document—“How would one approach a point of view paper?” (p-1-7),
both of which help with authoring tasks. Interestingly, readers also ask more questions about external information rather than the content of the document, although it is potentially the content of the document that gives rise to such questions—“Who’s the competition?” (p-1-41). Reviewers however, are more concerned with the document’s content—“...What action [is] needed from me?” (p-1-35) or its metadata—“Where is the last change?” (p-2-10), with both types of questions helping the reviewer find the information that is relevant to them. As expected, readers are not concerned with the visual style of the document as often as authors or reviewers, although the datapoints in this question category may not be enough for generalization.

4.4 Skillsets and Roles of Human Respondents

Many of the submitted queries required a level of understanding, analysis, or need of a knowledge base that would be challenging for even state-of-the-art ML systems. To answer these queries therefore, a document Q&A assistant would need to employ human intelligence. In our study, the type of human respondents that were needed to answer participants’ questions included the author or document collaborators—“When is this slated for release?” (p-2-16), experts in various domains—“Does [cloud service product] use my [OAuth provider] account?” (p-1-6), and human workers with a more general skill set—“Can the assistant make recommendations to other ways to phrase my questions?” (p-1-12).

The types of questions that needed human intelligence were not limited to those that asked for external information or an opinion, but also included those that referred to the content of a document but required domain expertise to answer, for instance, in the domain of finance, legal, marketing, or software engineering. The desire for connecting with colleagues familiar with the document or domain experts within the company explicitly surfaced in Phase 1, where participants had also indicated who could answer their question. We present a sampling of questions, and suggested human respondents below:

“What information is missing? Do the readers understand the content and what questions do they have?”—suggested respondent: “People who have written similar documents or documents on this topic” (p-1-27)
“Why aren’t images in my clipboard being pasted/transferred to the word document?”—suggested respondent: “Someone from the [TEAM NAME] team that can troubleshoot this.” (p-1-46)

The end-of-study survey responses also indicated the need for domain experts in such Q&A systems where the most cited question type for which participants stated they had received an unhelpful answer was one needing domain expertise. When the knowledge workers of our study received a question answering which required expertise they did not possess, they marked the question as unanswerable, explaining the reason.

4.5 Users’ Experience with the Q&A System

Overall, users were fairly satisfied with the answers they received from the Q&A system ($\mu = 3.45$, $\sigma = 0.98$). Only 4 out of the 31 end-of-study survey respondents rated the answers unsatisfactory (rating of 1 or 2). We explored participants’ free-text responses to understand what they liked or disliked about the system. Participants saw value in the tool helping them be more efficient at their task—“It helped me by providing answers quickly, I could have probably checked myself some of them by going through previous versions of the documents etc., but this was more efficient.” (p-2-29) or find solutions or workflows appropriate for their particular context (N=3)—“I was able to ask questions about a few different capabilities that I was unfamiliar with before, which was nice.” (p-2-9).

A number of participants (N=4) stated that they would have liked to know about possible use cases of the tool—“I think it would be helpful if the system could present some sample questions so the user could know what type of answers the system could provide.” (p-2-14). We had deliberately withheld examples of usage from users because we did not want to prime users to ask questions of a particular type. Some participants asked for a faster response time—“More expedient answers” (p-2-5). Others (N=2) had concerns about privacy—“be able to search some properties of a document without full access” (p-2-38).

We performed an exploratory analysis to understand if the delay in responses had affected user’s satisfaction with the tool. We developed three linear models with satisfaction rating as the dependent variable and a measurement of response times a participant had experienced (mean, minimum, and maximum) as the independent variable. We did not observe a significant effect of time on satisfaction ratings ($\beta = 0.000, p = 0.64$ for mean; $\beta = 0.000, p = 0.57$ for min; $\beta = 0.000, p = 0.83$ for maximum). When examining participants’ responses, we found that, interestingly, what is perceived as a long delay differs across participants. In response to how quickly the answer to their question arrived, one participant said “Quickly, I think within a couple hours.”, while another wished for a faster response time—“There was a delay in the email sent to me. Took about 5 minutes”. This variance in how long a delay is acceptable may be due to the difference in question types and their complexity. We examine the relationship between question types and their expected response times in the next section.

4.6 How Response Time Varies by Question Type

To further examine what types of questions a document Q&A system could be most valuable for, we explored how the type of questions affects the time it takes users to answer them. To do so, we probed the data from the Experience Sampling phase in which participants submitted their estimate of the time it would take them to answer their query along with the query itself. We excluded the queries of the type No Question or Unknown, leaving 115 queries for analysis. Figure 5 shows the distribution of self-reported response times across question categories. The figure shows that most content-related questions can be answered by the participant in a relatively short time (less than 20 minutes). Interestingly, the questions that participants indicated would take them hours to answer or that they could not answer at all were related to External Information or Workflow & Operation Help.
5 Discussion

The results of our studies contribute empirical understanding of users’ information needs when working with their documents. Understanding the types of assistance that users require is a stepping stone for designing systems that can provide that assistance.

The human-in-the-loop document Q&A prototype in our study was a first attempt at the kind of document digital assistance that we envision. It served as a technology probe to understand the needs of users in a real-world setting, examine the feasibility of generating answers with the aid of AI and other humans, and understand the design requirements of such a technology [24]. Using a document Q&A prototype and collecting questions in-situ as users were working on their documents naturally and when they had questions, enhanced the ecological validity of our study with respect to both the nature of questions asked and the frequency with which such a tool would be used. While this data collection method did not result in a large number of questions per participant, it yielded a sample that represented actual questions in the wild. Indeed, before the onset of the study, some participants told us that they anticipated accessing only a few Word documents during the study period.

In the context of our study, because human operators had access to the entirety of the documents through the share links that users provided, in asking questions, users were not bound to the capabilities of current digital assistants. This versatility allowed users to receive help with the documents they worked on and us to collect a variety of questions before attempting to develop a document Q&A system which may not align with users’ actual needs.

5.1 Question Types

One surprising finding of our study was that despite the significant investment in research on extractive question answering (used for factual questions) [43, 49], many questions are in fact not limited to the content of the document. Moreover, the majority of the content-related questions...
that the participants asked could not be answered by returning an excerpt from the document. The shortcomings of existing question answering models could be partly attributed to the datasets they use for training which consist of questions and answers generated by crowd workers or search queries on documents on the web. These queries have been on finalized public documents authored by someone other than the query generator and on which query generators have had little prior knowledge. Therefore, most queries obtained in this corpus lack the diversity of attributes that can influence the type of content-related questions.

One such attribute is the stage or state of the document at the time the question is asked. For instance, questions about style or metadata are not often asked on an already published document. Another such attribute is the role of the user asking the question, which can potentially affect the type of content-related questions they ask, similar to how user’s role affects their overall types of questions, discussed in Section 4.3. For instance, in the cases where the user is an author of the document, they already have enough familiarity with the document and the context of the information they seek to look for it using navigation or the “find” tool instead of submitting their query to our system which would take longer to respond. As one participant said: “[M]ost of the questions I had could either be found directly in the doc with a quick Ctrl+F or, for metadata, just looking in file Properties dialog box (right click on file)...” (p-2-25). In the cases where the user is reading a document they have not authored, their content-related questions may more often involve an overview or finding an answer to a specific question that requires some degree of reasoning. In cases where factual questions were asked, the end-of-study survey responses suggest that the participant may have been posing questions to familiarize themselves with the system: “Even before asking questions that’d be actually useful, I began by asking questions that test its ability.” (p-2-37).

Our finding that even state-of-the-art Q&A models fall short of their promise to answer factual questions in the domain of business documents does not suggest that a digital assistant will be unhelpful and that we should abandon efforts to build such an assistant in this domain. On the contrary, it points to directions that researchers and designers of these tools can pursue to overcome the challenges of this domain. One is that such tools, at least for the present, need to employ a combination of automation and human intelligence. The questions, documents, and human generated responses of a hybrid Q&A system can serve as ecologically valid training data for building future Q&A models. With our results showing that the effectiveness of such models differs drastically across hypothetical data and data collected in-situ, we call on future work to pay special attention to the process of collecting training data.

5.2 Opportunities and Challenges of Incorporating Humans in the Loop

Another insight from the range of the questions we received was that a number of them required human assistance from the document’s authors, domains experts, or workers with more general skill sets. A document assistant would therefore need to classify and route questions to the appropriate respondents. This component of the system would be akin to IM-an-Expert, a social Q&A system which located and contacted potential respondents with expertise or interest in a subject matter [51, 60]. While questions submitted to a human-in-the-loop document Q&A tool may experience delays, the delay could be justified if the tool enables users to be more efficient or help them accomplish tasks that they could not otherwise perform. Indeed, in Section 4.6, we observed that there are certain types of questions such as those seeking information external to the document or workflow and operation help which would take participants hours to answer or that they would not be able to answer at all. These questions are of the type that could be routed to and handled by other human respondents.

In addition, the delays in responses returned from our Q&A system were most often due to human availability as opposed to the time it took to complete the task once a human was engaged.
In a system where a human is always available we may see a significant decrease in response time. Furthermore, the long-term vision for nearly all the question types is to be accommodated using automated assistance, enabled by collecting in-situ training data from human-in-the-loop Q&A systems, which will most likely yield even faster response times.

Many questions were beyond the capabilities of the document Q&A model used in this study. Although human respondents are necessary for some of these questions, others have great potential for automation, if only the model could consult other resources. For instance, for answering the questions seeking external information available on public resources, and for some questions about the operation of Word, a Q&A system could make use of the research in information retrieval and search. Questions seeking information within the company’s documents could use the same approach while also leveraging enterprise knowledge bases, together with rich contextual information such as the role or expertise of candidate documents’ authors, their organizational distance from the user asking the question, or the authors’ ownership of similar documents in addition to the content of the documents. Finally, questions on metadata could be answered by mapping the questions to the correct application interface (API) calls to retrieve the necessary information [52]. We have summarized several pathways for automating the handling of different question types in the business document domain in Table 2.

While many document-centric requests can be automated and therefore accomplished without the user having to share their content with someone who does not otherwise have access to it, there still exist information needs that cannot be satisfied by pure automation. Because the knowledge workers in this study were the researchers on the project and employees of the same company as the users, most users agreed to sharing the content of their document with the workers. However, privacy may be a challenge in cases where users work with confidential documents or if workers are recruited from outside the company. This issue was addressed in a similar hybrid system, Calendar.help [10], by having human workers signing a non-disclosure agreement and by designing microtasks that include only the information needed to complete the scheduling task. Future work can investigate other approaches to maintaining confidentiality of documents and the user’s privacy for instance, by chunking the document into different segments and assigning each to a different knowledge worker in a manner similar to the context-free microtasks explored in [25]. In fact, research has examined how to withhold personally identifiable information in images from crowdworkers by showing only small segments and iteratively zooming out to identify visual information and by leveraging workers’ prediction of adjacent segments that are not displayed [31, 36]. In the context of documents, some tasks such as stating the impact of a document or critiquing its overall language style may require a holistic view. However, it is conceivable that teams of knowledge workers could dynamically be organized similar to flash teams in [50, 58], where outputs or summaries provided by some teams are given as inputs to others, eliminating the need for any one worker to have access to the specifics of the document.

### 5.3 Opportunities for Human-in-the-loop Document Manipulation

Our study was a technology probe to understand how current document Q&A models can be leveraged to help with consumption of business documents, how well these models deliver their promise, and to gain insight into opportunities of employing human intelligence to fill in the gaps of current technology. Therefore, the prompts that we presented to the participants in both phases nudged them to ask questions that would help them with consuming the document or accomplishing a particular task, rather than delegating a task to the assistant. While we received some questions in the form of commands directed to the assistant in the Phase 1 study, the majority of questions were not task-oriented commands as studying document manipulation in this domain was outside the scope of our work and would require a study design targeted for this context. One
Table 2. Opportunities for automating the handling of different types of questions in the business document domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Type</th>
<th>Opportunities for Automation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metadata</td>
<td>Building natural language interfaces to APIs [52] that handle metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow &amp; Operation</td>
<td>Re-purposing search engines or information retrieval approaches for this domain [7], routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help</td>
<td>questions to human respondents skilled in Microsoft Word to answer help queries (similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to social Q&amp;A tools such as [9] for web applications), using an embedded tool powered by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the crowd to accommodate commands (similar to the Human Macro feature in Soylent [4])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Using classifiers to triage the type of external information sought, leveraging research in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>information retrieval and extractive Q&amp;A for handling factual questions and document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>summarization for summary type questions [55, 64], using a social Q&amp;A system to locate and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contact human respondents with appropriate skillsets for answering overview or reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written Style</td>
<td>Using a social Q&amp;A system to contact human respondents with appropriate or specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>skillsets, using an embedded tool powered by the crowd for accommodating proofreading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>requests (similar to the Proofread feature in Soylent [4]), retrieving answers to general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>syntactic questions in knowledge bases such as english.stackexchange.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Style</td>
<td>Building natural language interfaces similar to those targeted for GUIs [56], using a social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q&amp;A system to contact human respondents with appropriate skillsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Information</td>
<td>Using classifiers to triage the type of external information sought to determine the corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of search, leveraging information retrieval techniques within the corpus, routing questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to the appropriate human respondents similar to IM-an-Expert [51, 60], enhancing the Q&amp;A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>social system using enterprise knowledge bases enriched with contextual information such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as employee roles, expertise, inquirer's and potential respondent's organizational distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from each other, and history of potential respondents working on similar documents as one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on which a question is asked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference between the context of accommodating queries in consumption vs manipulation is that in consumption, the question and the answer can be private to the user, whereas when manipulating a document, the change will be visible to all the users who have access to the document. One question that arises in this context is whether the changes should appear to have been made by the user who made the request or by the AI. This design decision would likely impact the types of tasks with which users will ask for help. The types of requested tasks will also likely differ by whether the document is shared with others.

A challenge of accommodating manipulation in the domain of business documents is that the tasks, at least for the present, will likely need to be completed solely by human workers, as the scope of automation in this domain is very limited. Prior work has already investigated crowdsourced tools to help with modifying general documents [4]. Future work should conduct a need-finding study to investigate whether in the business domain, users are willing to outsource modifications to their documents to others who may not have the required background knowledge or domain expertise, or may simply not know the context of the project. A need-finding study should also examine whether using such a system can impact the collaborators’ perception of the quality of the completed task or the user who requested the task. We have added these points to the Discussion as areas that future work can investigate.

6 Limitations and Future Work

In this work we focused only on Word documents as a common document type where users can author, copy-edit, or read content. Indeed, the organization where we deployed our studies primarily uses Word for business documents. The focus on Word rather than e.g., PDFs or web pages also allowed us to obtain questions about documents at various stages of development, not just finalized
manuscripts. Future work can investigate the types of questions that arise when users interact with other file types such as PDF, Excel, and PowerPoint. Because each file type is used for different purposes (e.g., Excel documents for long-term book-keeping [27]) and possibly containing content at different levels of abstraction, the extent to which question answering in these documents can be automated and the kinds of expertise knowledge workers need may be different from the Word documents in our study.

Because all questions had to first pass through the knowledge workers’ system, the majority of the responses that participants received from the Q&A system had a delay. Therefore, it is possible that participants would have asked different questions if the responses had been provided instantaneously. Another property that could have conceivably impacted the types of questions users asked is the quality of the answers that they received. To understand if the types of questions by a user changed over time as they gained familiarity with the system, we examined the questions that were posted by the same user both across different documents or on the same document. We observed that some users posted multiple questions in succession and close together in time, e.g., in the span of a few minutes. Although these users would realize that the system does not provide answers instantaneously, their cluster of initial questions would not be impacted by the expectation of a long delay, their perceived capabilities of the system, or the quality of the answers. In fact, although we had specified in the consent form that there may be a delay in the responses that participants would receive from the Q&A system, some end-of-study survey responses indicated that a number of participants had in fact not noticed this point and had asked their first few questions expecting instantaneous answers—“I was initially confused by the delay of asking the question in the document and then waiting for an email that told me to go back to the document. It seemed a bit redundant to get an email about it vs. just a notification in the Word doc itself and telling me it was working on it or something. For a plug-in, however, I would expect less of a delay.” (p-2-18).

Therefore, the first few questions from these participants could help with the generalizability of our results.

The delay or the quality of answers however, may have influenced those users who submitted questions after receiving answers from the system. Upon examination, we found that in many instances, when users received answers to their previous questions, they explored increasingly more sophisticated questions of various types, e.g., content-related, concerning metadata, or seeking external information. For instance, one participant started by asking simple metadata questions (“who is the author?”) and proceeded to ask questions on a scanned document that needed not only complex reasoning, but also optical character recognition (OCR): “what is the total score?” on a document where handwritten scores were given to each question. This finding suggests that the answers may have in fact encouraged users to be liberal with the types of questions with which they need support or could be because they wished to test the limits of its abilities.

Nevertheless, the characterization that we present in the paper also includes the questions users submitted in the Experience Sampling phase, where participants could imagine a sophisticated system with any or no delay. The set of questions in that phase of the study could further help with generalizability of our results, e.g., to settings where not all questions necessarily experience a delay.

It is conceivable that the types of questions about a document may vary with the document type. In Phase 2 where we had access to the documents, we observed that the document distribution was in fact very varied and included project proposals and timelines, value propositions, design specifications, service instructions, management training, protocols, FAQs, whitepaper reports, strategy planning, customer feedback, research findings, etc. from various domains. With this
diverse set of document types, investigating the relationship between types of questions and types of documents would require collecting far more questions by running the study for a long time.

The setup of our Q&A system was such that users submitted one-shot questions as there were no affordances for following up on previously asked questions. Future work should investigate whether the types of questions that users ask a document Q&A system differ if the system provides the users with the means for following up on their previous questions or multi-round conversations with the assistant.

Another area for future work would be to explore the context of user needs including when users need different types of assistance with their documents, what they do before the seek help, and what they do after they receive answers. To minimize concerns about the confidentiality of the business data, the contextual information that we collected in our study concerned the metadata of the document (e.g., file size, last modified date, etc.) and not the content. For the same reason, we did not track a user’s modification of the document before or after the user posted a question; the metadata was collected upon the user’s submission of a question. Therefore, given the data we collected, we cannot examine the context of user needs. Future work can study this question through interviews and user-produced logs.

7 Conclusion

We studied users’ information needs when working with their business documents as a first step towards building document assistants that can handle a variety of user requests. To understand users’ actual needs, it was important to collect their document-centric questions in-situ. Therefore, we conducted two user studies. In the first study, we performed experience sampling of users’ questions via a Microsoft Word add-in as users were working with their documents. In the second, users submitted their questions via an add-in and received answers from a human-in-the-loop document Q&A system that complemented a question-answering AI with human intelligence. We characterized the distributions of questions and observed that the types of questions do indeed vary by whether the user is an author, a reviewer, or a reader of the document. In addition, the questions gave us insight into what types of request can be automated and whether particular skillsets or roles within the document are needed from human respondents in a document digital assistant that is co-powered by artificial and human intelligence.
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